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Abstract: This paper analyses the impact of different volatility structures on a range of traditional
option pricing models for the valuation of call down and out style barrier options. The construction
of a Risk-Neutral Probability Term Structure (RNPTS) is one of the main contributions of this research,
which changes in parallel with regard to the Volatility Term Structure (VTS) in the main and traditional
methods of option pricing. As a complementary study, we propose the valuation of options by
assuming a constant or historical volatility. The study implements the GARCH (1,1) model with
regard to the continuously compound returns of the DAX XETRA Index traded at daily frequency.
Current methodology allows for obtaining accuracy forecasts of the realized market barrier option
premiums. The paper highlights not only the importance of selecting the right model for option
pricing, but also fitting the most accurate volatility structure.

Keywords: barrier options; knock-out; GARCH models

1. Introduction

Instability in asset prices and periods of volatility or turbulence are two key elements that
characterize and define the trend of financial markets. Thus, investors evaluate different opportunities,
which can help to mitigate risks and maximize the expected return on their investments. One alternative
that allows for reducing exposure to market risk and dealing with price turbulence is based on
investment in hedging instruments and financial derivatives [1,2]. The derivatives market, and in
particular financial options, allows the downside risk to be covered in the event of adverse movements
in asset prices without constraining the investor of high performance in favorable market scenarios.

According to [3], a financial option is a contract that gives the holder the right, but not the
obligation, to buy or sell an underlying at a price and for a period of time. These instruments represent
a right for the buyer and an obligation for the issuer. We divide into call and put style options,
depending on whether the right is to buy or to sell. Additionally, there are different types of options
in regards to the time of exercise, such as European [4–8], American [9–13], Bermudian [14–17], and
“path dependent” [18–23], among others. Within financial options, there are certain categories or exotic
derivatives that are currently booming in the financial markets. Such is the case of barrier options,
whose particularity can be seen in the activation or deactivation of its value when the price of the
underlying (S0) reaches a certain barrier level (H). In this context, some authors, such as [24], develop
new discrete dynamic models for the conditional valuation of barrier stock options assuming that their
returns follow a normal inverse gaussian distribution (NIG). More recently, reference [25] studied the
valuation of barrier options in contexts of uncertainty.
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The aim of this paper is to verify via empirical analysis, which is the most accurate option
pricing method with regard to knock-out barrier options: Binomial or Trinomial. We implement the
aforementioned models under two underlying volatility assumptions. First, ex-ante historical volatility
is estimated from past data and subsequent constant parameters of Binomial and Trinomial models
are derived. Second, the construction of a daily dynamic volatility according to market fluctuations
is considered to adapt the different parametrization of Binomial and Trinomial trees to a dynamic
context. Specifically, we estimate GARCH (1,1) volatility by the maximum log-likelihood estimate
(MLE) method for the case of a normal univariate distribution, thus fitting to the actual risk that is
inherent in the financial market and, by extension, obtaining much more precise results. Moreover,
the Black–Scholes model under historical volatility is implemented as a benchmark framework in
our analysis.

In contrast to recent option pricing literature [26–28], one of the main contributions of this research
is the construction of a Risk-Neutral Probability Term Structure (RNPTS), which changes in parallel
with regard to the Volatility Term Structure (VTS). As a complementary study, we propose the valuation
of options by assuming a constant or historical volatility. Both of the approaches refer us to divide
the time period of analysis into two clearly defined intervals. The first timeframe corresponds to a
parameter estimation period. This timeframe runs from February 2017 to February 2019 (in-sample
period). The second time interval is focused on the forecasting (out-of-sample period) of conditional
volatility models and, therefore, on pricing barrier options over the period that ranges from the end of
February to the end of March 2019.

The reminder of the paper is structured in five sections. Section 2 reports the literature review.
The first subsection in Section 3 describes the main model assumptions and properly details the option
pricing methods from the characterization of the dynamic role of the volatility and the time-varying
risk-neutral density; the second subsection depicts the considered data sample, where the main data
sources and summary statistics are reported over the in-sample period. Options and underlying traded
Index are extensively analyzed. Section 4 provides an out-of-sample forecasting analysis in which
different option premiums are predicted and validated with regard to the realized market option price
to avoid overfitting and spurious findings. Finally, Section 5 reports concluding remarks, providing
significant evidence of less statistical error in those models fitted under dynamic volatility processes.

2. Literature Review

Throughout the extensive literature on financial derivatives and structured products, we can find
numerous authors who propose different methods for option pricing. These models were originally
based on the pricing of European options that do not pay dividends. However, with the increasing
complexity of financial markets, extensions of these models emerge and may be applicable to the pricing
of various exotic products, such as barrier options. We distinguish between models that are based on
discrete-time numerical calculus, such as the Binomial tree and the Trinomial tree. The Binomial pricing
approach, as proposed in the seminal paper of [29], assumes that the price of the underlying asset at the
end of each period increases or decreases as a function of upward and downward multiplicative shocks.
As a complement to the previous approach, the Trinomial pricing method that was developed by [30]
and subsequently parametrized by [31] fits the underlying and option tree processes by a multiplicative
neutral shock and an intermediate risk-neutral probability. Ref [32] propose an improvement of the
Trinomial tree, the Adaptive mesh model, which introduces a tree with a small time step, ∆t, into
another tree with a large ∆t. Authors, such as [33], state that the Trinomial model can be expressed as a
reformulation of the Binomial process. More recently, the Trinomial tree valuation models, together
with regime-switching techniques, emerge in the option pricing context [34–40].

Regarding continuous time models, the seminal study of [41] develop an analytical formula for
the valuation of European-style options on assets that do not provide any known income, through the
derivation of the heat equation. This model details the possibility of reaching a risk-free position by
combining a long position in stocks with a short one in European call options (see Appendix B for
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further details). Otherwise, the Monte Carlo simulation emerges as a pillar in option pricing [42], which
is based on the simulation of random variables to forecast the different trajectories of the underlying.
Years later, a wide range of authors, both in the financial and computational literature, compare the
accuracy of different Monte Carlo and quasi Monte Carlo techniques for derivative pricing, e.g., [43–47].

The pricing of the various derivative products that are based on traditional models requires
information on the wide range of variables that affect the evolution of the underlying until maturity
of the product. In particular, two of the most important are the expected return and the volatility of
the underlying. A great deal of controversy has arisen in recent years over the choice of these input
parameters since option premiums are extremely sensitive to both. The traditional mean-variance
approach of [48] and subsequent theories show numerous statistical errors mainly arising from
the choice of input parameters. On the one hand, references [49,50] show that historical returns
are considered to be poor predictors of future returns. Recent studies have tried to change the
usual approach by fitting the input parameters and reducing the statistical uncertainty of the model
(see [51–54]). On the other hand, within the financial literature it is commonly accepted that most
time series are generated by a random walk process, i.e., they are not stationary. Nevertheless,
by conducting fist log-differences on the original data series (continuous compound returns), they
usually show evidence of stationarity, but exhibit wide variations or volatility clusters, which indicates
conditional heteroscedasticity in stock markets [55–60]. Thereby, reference [61] developed the model
of Autoregressive Conditional Heteroscedasticity (ARCH) in order to capture the variability of
financial time series from an autoregressive structure. Since its discovery in 1982, the development
of autoregressive models has become a growing area, with all kinds of variations of the original
scheme (e.g., [62–65]). The Generalized Autoregressive Conditional Heterocedasticity (GARCH) model
proposed by [66] is one of the most popular.

Uncertainty plays a highly significant role in financial derivatives pricing. Thus, we find a wide
range of approaches to estimate volatility along the different valuation methods proposed in the
literature. Authors, such as [41], implement estimates of historical volatility of the underlying, while
others, such as [67], implement stochastic volatility in option premium valuation models. With the
advent of GARCH models to dynamically fit the volatility of the underlying assets, it was to be
expected that such conditional estimates would be used in option valuation and hedging strategies [68].
Thus, reference [69] derive the option pricing model with GARCH-type volatility. Subsequent studies
analyze the effect of this type of volatility on option pricing. Other authors, such as [70,71], find that the
valuations obtained for short-term stock options under GARCH volatility processes more accurately
reflect the realized option premiums traded in the market for such instruments with regard to the
option premiums that were obtained via traditional models and historical volatility.

The latter studies start from the idea that the GARCH process for modelling variance is not
independent and, therefore, this influences the modelling of the underlying price process. However,
as an experimental study, in the current research, we assume that the opposite is also valid, i.e., that
volatility and price of the underlying asset can be modeled as separate diffusion processes. In a nutshell,
our paper differs from the previous ones in the fact that the methodology implemented is still not
supported by a related theory.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Methodology

This subsection is divided into two clearly defined parts: option pricing methods and models for
estimating and forecasting heteroscedasticity. While the former are focused on the different numerical
calculus and analytical specifications proposed in the financial literature of option pricing, the latter
show how the volatility input, which is required to make the mentioned relevant valuations, is properly
estimated and predicted.
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3.1.1. Option Pricing Models

In this subsection, we propose a wide spectral of models to shed some light on the choice of the
right method for pricing knock-out call barrier options. Specifically, we focus on pricing down and
out barrier options, Cdo, via two alternative discrete numerical calculus pricing methods: Binomial
and Trinomial. Additionally, two different sources of uncertainty are considered when conducting the
mentioned pricing methods: historical and GARCH (1,1) volatility. Calculus concerned to both the
estimation of historical volatility and the forecast of a VTS are reported at Appendix A. We calibrate
and implement this model for future forecasting by means of the Maximum Log-likelihood Estimation
(MLE) method-. Moreover, the Black–Scholes under historical volatility is computed as a reference
benchmark in option pricing.

Barrier options are a type of exotic financial derivatives, wherein the activation or deactivation of
the option occurs when the price of the underlying asset reaches a certain level, called the barrier (H).
They are always cheaper than similar options without a barrier (plain vanilla). Generally, they can
be classified into knock-in barrier options and knock-out barrier options. Knock-in barrier options
come into existence when the price of the underlying reaches the level of the barrier. In turn, they
are classified into up and in barrier options (Cui), where the price of the underlying begins below the
barrier level (H), with the option being triggered when the price increases and reaches the H level;
and, down and in barrier options (Cdi). In these options, unlike the previous ones, the price of the
underlying asset is above the barrier (H), thus being activated when the price decreases the H level.
Moreover, knock-out barrier options are characterized by the fact that they cease to exist when the
price of the underlying reaches the barrier. These options are classified as up and out (Cuo) options,
i.e., those in which the price of the underlying begins below the barrier level (H), becoming null and
void when the price rises and reaches the barrier. In down and out options (Cdo), unlike the previous
ones, the price of the underlying asset starts above the barrier (H) and it is when the price decreases
and reaches the barrier that it becomes null. Note that the latter are the ones assessed and priced on
this research. In this regard, throughout this subsection, we describe their main valuation methods
discussed above.

Within the numerical calculus methods, we distinguish two models that are based on discrete
time, Binomial and Trinomial trees. First, we adapt the Binominal tree model, as proposed by [29] and
recently conducted by [72,73], to conduct the price of the knock-out call option with n time steps until
the expiration date as:

Cdo,t−∆t = e−r∆t
(
PuCu

do,t + PdCd
do,t

)
. (St−∆t > K) (1)

where (St−∆t > K) is a logical vector consisting in zeros and ones. This vector sets the option value
in final nodes on or below the barrier level to zero. In addition, “.” defines a pointwise vector
multiplication. Cdo refers to the European call barrier premium, St−∆t is the underlying price at time
t− ∆t, K is the strike price, and r is the risk-free rate.

Subsequently, the value of the knock-out call option is defined as a recursively backward procedure
in time for j = n− 1, n− 2, . . . , 0, where the following vectors need to be defined for the underlying
trajectories, St:

St =



St(j, j)
St(j, j− 2)

...
St(j,−j + 2)

St(j,−j)


=



S0u jd0

S0uj−2d2

...
S0u2dj−2

S0u0dj


(2)
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and the corresponding down and out option premium, Cdo,t:

Cdo,t =



Cdo,t(j, j)
Cdo,t(j, j− 2)

...
Cdo,t(j,−j + 2)

Cdo,t(j,−j)


= (St −K)+.(St > K) (3)

Thus, for every t ≥ 0, we separate into two different vectors regarding the option premium:

Cu
do,t =


Cdo,t(j, j)

Cdo,t(j, j− 2)
...

Cdo,t(j,−j + 2)

, Cd
do,t =


Cdo,t(j, j− 2)

...
Cdo,t(j,−j + 2)

Cdo,t(j,−j)

 (4)

Accordingly, the forward underlying trajectories at each t− ∆t time can be expressed as:

St−∆t = d


St(j, j)

St(j, j− 2)
...

St(j,−j + 2)

 = u


St(j, j− 2)

...
St(j,−j + 2)

St(j,−j)

 (5)

Various parameters relating to the risk-neutral measures need to be estimated in order to conduct
the prior forward simulation of trajectories for the underlying and the subsequent backward valuation
of the option premium, as follows:

u = eσ
√

∆t d = 1
u = e−σ

√
∆t

Pu = er∆t
−d

u−d Pd = 1−Pu
(6)

where u and d show the upward and downward multiplicative shocks experienced by the underlying
asset. Pu is understood as the upward risk-neutral probability, Pd as the downward probability, and
r is the risk-free interest rate. We consider that risk-neutral probabilities and multiplicative shocks
are defined differently, depending on whether we introduce historical (σ) or GARCH volatility (σt),
obtaining fixed parameters with regard to the former (u, d, Pu, Pd) and time-varying vectors for the
latter (ut, dt, Pu,t, Pd,t).

Second, an alternative discrete time specification for derivative pricing is the Trinomial tree
pricing model [30], which states that the option premium depends on a broader branch of risk-neutral
probabilities, Pu, Pm, and Pd (the probabilities of increase, neutrality, and decrease in each of the nodes,
respectively). In the same vein as the Binomial model, n shows the time to maturity and ∆t is the
length of the time step [3]. Unlike the Binomial model, the Trinomial trees display three possible
movements of the price of the underlying asset in each node: up (u) if the price increases; middle (m),
when the price remains stable; and, down (d) if the price decreases, where d = 1/u. As in the Binomial
model, we follow the same backward process described in Equations (1)–(5) for the calculation of
option premiums, just by adding a probability that the underlying remains constant. For simplicity, we
do not show the matrix calculation any further.

Regarding the new risk-neutral parametrization, we can always choose u, so that the nodes rest
on the barrier. The condition that u must meet is the following:

H = S0uN (7)
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or
ln H = ln S0 + N ln u (8)

For N positive or negative, where:

ln u =
ln H − ln S0

N
(9)

and

N = int
[

ln H − ln S0

σ
√

3∆t
+ 0, 5

]
(10)

with int(x) being the integral part of x.
Additionally, the risk-neutral probabilities Pu, Pm, and Pd in the upper, middle, and lower branches

of the Trinomial tree are chosen to coincide with the first two moments of the distribution of the
underlying’s returns, so that

Pu =
(r−q−σ2/2)∆t

2 ln u + σ2∆t
2(ln u)2

Pm = 1− σ2∆t
(ln u)2

Pd = −
(r−q−σ2/2)∆t

2 ln u + σ2∆t
2(ln u)2

(11)

where Pu, Pm, and Pd are the probabilities of the upper, middle, and lower branches. In the same vein as
the Binomial model, in the Trinomial tree, we consider that risk-neutral probabilities and multiplicative
shocks are defined differently, depending on whether we introduce historical (σ) or GARCH volatility
(σt), obtaining fixed parameters with regard to the former (u, d, Pu, Pm, Pd) and time-varying vectors for
the latter (ut, dt, Pu,t, Pm,t, Pd,t).

Third, reference [41] report on the theory of option pricing, which shows how to hedge the short
position of an option, by assuming the criterion of risk-free hedging, in order to derive the value of
the partial hedge from the differential equation for the price of a European call option. Subsequent
studies adapt the traditional Black–Scholes equation to the barrier derivative pricing. This valuation
assumes that the probability distribution for the asset price at a future point in time is lognormal.
An important question about barrier options is the frequency with which the asset price, S, is observed
for determining whether the barrier has been reached. Equation (14) assumes that S is continuously
observed. In addition, an increase in volatility might cause the price of the barrier option to fall.

The valuation of down and out barrier options via the analytical Black–Scholes method is
characterized as:

Cdo = S0N(X1)e−q+T
−Ke−rTN

(
X1 − σ

√

T
)
− S0e−qT(H/S0)

2λN(Y1)

+Ke−rT(H/S0)
2λ−2N

(
Y1 − σ

√

T
) (12)

where q refers to the dividend yield (assumed as 0, since we are pricing European options without
associated known income rates) and the rest of the parameters are defined, as follows:

λ =
r−q+σ2/2

σ2

X1 =
ln(S0/H)

σ
√

T
+ λσ

√
T

Y1 =
ln(H/S0)

σ
√

T
+ λσ

√
T

(13)

The function N(x) is the cumulative probability that a variable with a standard normal distribution,
N (0,1), is smaller than x. The rest of the variables must be known. Cdo refers to the European call
barrier option premium, S0 is the quoted price in t = 0, K is the strike price, r is the risk-free rate, σ is
the volatility, and T is the time interval until the expiration date of the option.
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3.1.2. Heteroscedasticity Methods

Historical volatility estimates current and future volatility by considering past events. It is
considered as a benchmark in many volatility studies [57,74]. Statistically, it can be estimated as the
square root of all observed returns up to the valuation date. As a starting point, we calculate the daily
continuous returns from the closing prices of the underlying on each trading day (rt = ln(St/St−1)).
Subsequently, we compute the standard deviation of that series, s. Assuming that common year have
252 working days of market trading and based on the additive properties of continuous returns, the
estimate of daily historical volatility in annualized terms can be expressed as σ = s

√
252. In contrast to

constant historical volatility, one of the most popular autoregressive conditional volatility models is
the GARCH (p,q) specification, as proposed by [66]. Seminal studies in econometrics reveal that the
simple GARCH (1,1) provide better results than more complex extensions of these specifications for
different purposes and data samples [75–77]. This model states that the current conditional variance
depends not only on squared innovations of the previous period (as in ARCH (1)), but also on its prior
conditional variance. Thus, we fit the GARCH (1,1) model, as:

σ2
t = ω+ αε2

t−1 + βσ
2
t−1

εt = σtηt ηt ∼ N(0, 1)
(14)

where ω is the constant of the model and is closely related to the long-term variance of the process, α is
the parameter of the ARCH component, β the parameter of the GARCH component model reflecting
the persistence in volatility, εt−1 are the innovations at time t− 1, and σ2

t−1 is the prior variance. ηt are
the standardized innovations of the process.

We fit this model via the MLE estimator. We include the following constraints to ensure the
convergence of the MLE when estimating the GARCH model:

ω > 0 α ≥ 0 β ≥ 0 α+ β < 1 (15)

The latter constraint implies that the unconditional variance of process is finite, whereas its
conditional variance evolves over time.

For regression purposes, in order to estimate the previous univariate GARCH (1,1) model, residuals
of an AR(p) need to be fitted, by minimizing the sum of the squared errors:

rt =

p∑
i=1

φirt−i + εt (16)

where rt and rt−i denote both the current and the lagged asset’s returns and εt are the residuals or
innovations of current period. p denotes the maximum lag order and φi is the parameter that measures
persistence in the mean process.

Lastly, we forecast the future daily variance in n + 1 from the information available at the end of
the day n− 1 to construct the VTS:

E
[
σ2

n+t

]
= VL + (α+ β)t

(
σ2

n −VL
)

(17)

where E
[
σ2

n+t

]
is the n + t daily forecast of the variance process and VL refers to the long term variance

of the model, which indicates mean reversion.

3.2. Data

This subsection focuses on the analysis of the various barrier options and the underlying assets
that are considered in this research. In particular, the frequency and the wide range of variables
that directly and indirectly influence the option premiums are extensively analyzed in this section.
First, Bolsas y Mercados Españoles (BME) freely provide all of the information regarding the five barrier
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options. These options are interpreted as down and out, since their premiums begin with value (the
underlying, S0, begins trading above the barrier level) and decrease in value when its future price,
St, falls below the stipulated level of the barrier, H. Note that, in all these options, the barrier level
coincides with the strike price of the contracts, H = K. The selected barrier options have a time interval
of n = 88 days from the issue date (20 February 2019) to maturity (21 June 2019). Documented data
and other assessments can be extracted from Table 1.

Table 1. Characteristics of the selected Call Barrier Options.1

ISIN Option Underlying S0 K H t = 0 t = T

LU1910406781 CALL DAX XETRA 11,401.9697 10,000 10,000 20/02/2019 20/06/2019
LU1910406864 CALL DAX XETRA 11,401.9697 10,200 10,200 20/02/2019 20/06/2019
LU1910406948 CALL DAX XETRA 11,401.9697 10,400 10,400 20/02/2019 20/06/2019
LU1910407086 CALL DAX XETRA 11,401.9697 10,600 10,600 20/02/2019 20/06/2019
LU1910407169 CALL DAX XETRA 11,401.9697 10,800 10,800 20/02/2019 20/06/2019

1 Compiled by the authors, based on the information provided by Bolsas y Mercados Españoles (BME) with regard
both, the main option the underlying asset. First column reports on the diverse ISIN codes. Second column describes
the type of option, whether call or put. Subsequent columns describe the initial underlying price, the strike price
and the barrier level in points. Last columns refer to the initial and the maturity day, respectively.

Second, we consider two variables that are particularly relevant in the context of financial
derivative valuation, the risk-free interest rate (r) and the time evolution of the underlying asset (St),
in order to price the proposed financial options. Regarding the former, we consider the three-month
EURIBOR traded on a daily basis as a proxy of the risk-free rate, r. The EURIBOR data is freely
provided by the Quandl database for the period that spans from 17 February 2017 to 20 March 2019
(the risk-free interest rate is calculated as an annualized expectation of continuously compound daily
returns estimated from zero-coupon bond prices for the period described above). With respect to the
underlying asset, the daily historical prices of the DAX XETRA Index (underlying, St) from 17 February
2017 to 20 March 2019 have been extracted. The historical data relating to the price of the index are
expressed in points. These data have been extracted from Yahoo finance via the ticker “ˆGDAXI” and
they are particularly relevant for calculating the volatility of the proposed models.

From the top left subplot of Figure 1, we report on the prices of the DAX XETRA Index, which
move as a random walk process with stochastic trend or unit root. Subsequently, when conducting first
log-differences (top right subplot of Figure 1), we observe a stationary mean process. The autocorrelation
functions and the Ljung-Box test [78] conducted from 1 to 20 lags barely show significant evidence of
autocorrelation or persistence in the first moment of the distribution of continuous returns (mean) for
the case of 4, 5, and 6 lags (significance at 10%). Additionally, the unit-root Augmented Dickey–Fuller
test [79] suggests a significantly high evidence of stationarity for any of the analyzed lags. Regarding the
variance equation, the series shows random variability, since logarithmic returns tend to form volatility
clusters. This is confirmed by conducting autocorrelation functions and the Lagrange-Multiplier test
on squared residuals. Thereby, the use of historical volatility as an estimator of market uncertainty
underestimates actual market risk. Based on the above, in subsequent sections, we conduct a VTS, i.e.,
we express the volatility as a function of the time interval, rather than working with a constant volatility
for all investment horizons. We forecast volatility based on the GARCH (1,1) model to generate this
conditional risk structure on a daily basis.

Furthermore, from the kernel graph (bottom left of Figure 1), we report on the fact that DAX
XETRA Index returns do not follow a normal distribution as the empirical distribution is more pointed
than the Standard Gaussian, i.e., the returns of the DAX XETRA index follow a leptokurtic distribution.
It implies that kurtosis is higher than normal (kurtosis = 4.5186 > 3). Additionally, we can analyze the
non-normality of the DAX XETRA from the tail behavior that was observed in the qqplot (bottom right
subplot of Figure 1). This plot compares the quantiles of the empirical distribution of the DAX XETRA
returns (blue line) with respect to the quantiles of a standard normal distribution (red dotted line).
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In the same vein, we report on a substantial deviation of the empirical distribution from the normal
quantiles, providing clear evidence of heavy tails and negative skewness (−0.1292).
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Figure 1. Daily quotes of the DAX XETRA Index. Compiled by the authors based on DAX XETRA Index
and conducted in the Matlab R2019a software. Top subplots represent both, the daily traded prices and
continuous compound returns over the period that spans from 17 February 2017 to 20 February 2019
(in-sample period). The bottom subplots report on the non-normal behavior of financial time-series, via
the quantile–quantile plot (qqplot) and the Kernel graph, respectively. First, the Kernel graph compares
the probability density function (pdf) of the empirical DAX XETRA returns with regard to the standard
normal pdf. Last, the qqplot confronts the quantiles of the empirical distribution against the standard
normal quantiles.

4. Results and Discussion

This section reports on the main results and conclusions that can be extracted from the valuation
of a wide range of knock-out barrier options, with regard to the very different numerical and analytical
methods that re described in Section 3, concluding which of these is the most accurate when forecasting
the option premium over the out-of-sample period. Additionally, a line graph reports on the trend of
these models with regard to the option premium, thus shedding light on which is the method that
most resembles the current state of the financial markets. Additionally, three measures of quantitative
nature have been implemented to evaluate the predictive accuracy of the proposed pricing methods,
as well as two different tests to assess the robustness of the out-of-sample analysis results (Matlab
codes for option pricing are available in Supplementary Materials).

4.1. Conducting the Volatility. In-Sample and Out-of-Sample Analysis

A VTS has been conducted based on the GARCH type models, as a robust alternative to traditional
historical volatility, to obtain a more reliable approximation to the option traded premiums and,
therefore, to get a minimum error when forecasting. Two clearly differentiated processes are required
to obtain this VTS: the first is based on the estimation of the parameters of the GARCH models and the
second is an out-of-sample forecasting process of the future volatility structure.
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First, we focus on the in-sample estimation of time-varying GARCH volatility. We fit the GARCH
(1,1) model from the residuals of a prior autoregressive AR(4) estimation. These estimations are
conducted on the basis of continuous compound returns of the DAX-XETRA Index for the interval
between the end of February 2017 and the end of February 2019 (issue of the barrier options), obtaining
a time-series of volatility that includes 508 daily frequency data and whose mere purpose is to calibrate
the parameters of our GARCH model (ω, α, β) on that date [80]. We implement the Maximum
Log-likelihood estimate (MLE) method for the case of a univariate normal distribution to conduct such
estimation (see Appendix A).

From Table 2, we analyze the estimated parameters in three stages, mean equation, variance
process, and information criteria. First, the estimated parameters reported in Panel A indicate weak
persistence with respect to the mean equation. We observe that the autoregressive parameter, φi, is
only significant for the case of the 4th lag order, as suggested in prior analysis (Section 3.2). Second,
when considering the variance equation (Panel B), we report on a less statistical significance of the
parameters that are associated to the long-term variance, ω, and the squared innovations, α, whereas a
very significant persistence in volatility, β, is observed. Third, from Panel C, we report on the values a
wide range of information criteria previously conducted to select the most accurate autoregressive
model with respect to the data sample. After an exhaustive analysis from a range of ARMA-GARCH
models, the AR(4)-GARCH(1,1) is selected based on the lower AIC, BIC, SBT, and HQIC obtained by
the model. Additionally, this model depicts the largest value of the log-likelihood. Additionally, the
Ljung–Box (Q) and Lagrange multiplier (LM) statistics (Panel A and Panel B, respectively) reveal a
large decrease in the presence of time dependence in residuals and squared residuals.

Table 2. Generalized Autoregressive Conditional Heterocedasticity (GARCH) (1,1) volatility model.
In-sample parameter estimation.

Panel A: Mean Equation

Estimate t-statistic Statistic p-value

φ1 −0.0202 (−0.4508) Q(1) 0.0406 (0.8402)
φ2 0.0420 (0.9221) Q(11) 1.4408 (1.0000)
φ3 0.0578 (1.2815) Q(19) 4.6828 (0.9969)
φ4 −0.0929 (−2.0524) **

Panel B: Variance Equation

Estimate t-statistic Statistic p-value

ω 0.0000 (0.484) LM(3) 0.6697 (0.4132)
α 0.0309 (1.9086) * LM(5) 1.2142 (0.6706)
β 0.9603 (51.841) *** LM(7) 1.6574 (0.7893)

Panel C: Information Criteria

Criteria AIC BIC SBT HQIC Log− L

−6.6969 −6.6303 −6.6974 −6.6708 1709.023
1 Compiled by the authors. This table provides information about the estimation of the AR(4)-GARCH (1,1) model
over the timeframe that spans from 20 February 2017 to 20 February 2019. Panel A reports on the Maximum
Log-Likelihood (MLE) parameter estimation and residual summary statistics for the mean equation. Q(m) represent
the Ljung-Box statistic, conducted using m lags to test for the presence of serial correlation in residuals. Panel B
depicts the MLE parameter estimation and residual summary statistics for the variance equation. LM(m) represent
the Lagrange-Multiplier statistic, conducted using m lags to test for the presence of serial correlation in squared
residuals. Panel C describes the considered information criteria and Loglikelihood of the autoregressive model:
Akaike Information Criteria (AIC), Bayes Information Criteria (BIC), Shibata Information Criteria (SBT), and
Hannan–Quinn Information Criteria (HQIC). Note that t-statistics, presented in parentheses, are computed using
robust standard errors. Additionally, *, **, and *** indicate significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.

From Figure 2, we report on the evolution of volatility based on the estimate fitted by the
AR(4)-GARCH(1,1) model. Based on this figure, volatility seems to exhibit a less turbulent and
moderately smoothed trend until the end of 2017, whereas more fluctuations and remarkable peaks
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are described from early 2018 to the end of 2019. Specifically, these variations reach their peak at the
end of 2018, which corresponds to the biggest Christmas Eve downturn in history of the Dow Jones
Industrial Average Index, driven by the sell-off coming off the back of news reports that President
Trump sought to fire FED Chair, following the FED’s policy to increase interest rates at the December
meeting. The cited Index fell to a 2018 low 21,712 points before experiencing its largest single day
profit ever on the next trading day on further information that Trump does not have that authority.
This event, along with concerns regarding the impact of the trade war with China, undoubtedly caused
widespread havoc and severe turmoil in the global financial markets. Thus, by fitting GARCH models,
we can include these dynamics in the volatility trend that are usually underestimated or overestimated
when just considering a constant volatility estimate, such as historical volatility.
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Figure 2. AR(4)-GARCH (1,1) estimate of conditional volatility for the DAX-XETRA index. Compiled
by the authors based on DAX XETRA Index daily compound returns and conducted in the Matlab
R2019a software. This figure shows the movements of the GARCH (1.1) volatility over the timeframe
that spans from 20 February 2017 to 20 February 2019 (in-sample period).

Second, we implement the GARCH model to forecast volatility over the period than spans from the
21 February 2019 to the 21 June 2019 once the different parameters have been estimated on 20 February
2019, and taking them as a reference. From the top subplot of Figure 3, we report on a convergence
to a stable long-term variance (0.0219), as the time interval increases. On the other hand, the bottom
subplot of Figure 3 shows the VTS conducted based on the GARCH (1,1) model. The conditional
structure has a negative slope and shows a smoothed trend over the time horizon, which allow for the
different market movements to be reflected in the various considered option premiums (note that both
graphs (Figure 3) show the daily evolution of variance and conditional volatility, both expressed in
annualized terms multiplying by 252 and

√
252, respectively).

Third, in contrast to GARCH volatility, we just consider the in-sample period to compute historical
volatility, since it is calculated based on past data. Thereby, we obtain the data referring to the period
between February 2017 and February 2019. Historical volatility assumes that the risk during the entire
time interval remains constant—historical volatility is a measure of the intensity of random variations
that occur in assets’ returns over a given time horizon. We calculate the standard deviation (volatility)
from the continuous compound returns once we have obtained the data on the DAX XETRA Index
daily traded prices. We annualize daily volatility multiplying by

√
252, reaching an annual equivalent

volatility of 0.1372 for the numerical calculus of the various barrier option pricing methods.
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Figure 3. AR(4)-GARCH (1,1) forecasting. Compiled by the authors and conducted in the rugarch
package of R-Studio. Panel A reports on the forecasting of the long-term variance over very long-term
horizons (e.g., from 21 February 2019 to 5 December 2023). As time goes by, the daily annualized
variance tends to the long-term parameter. Panel B reports on the Volatility Term Structure (VTS)
computed on the basis of the GARCH model for the time period that runs from 21 February 2019 to 21
June 2019, displaying a negative slope over the considered horizon.

4.2. Out-of-Sample Risk Neutral Density Forecasting

Multiplicative shocks and risk neutral probabilities need to be computed prior to the
implementation of the different discrete numerical time option pricing models (Binomial and Trinomial).
These parameters refer to upward and downward movements for the case of the Binomial model,
whereas they are classified into upward, neutral and downward movements for the case of the
Trinomial tree model. Specifically, in this section, we compare the static parameters of the Binomial
under historical volatility model with regard to the dynamic parameters obtained via the GARCH (1,1)
Binomial method, to assess their effect on the different barrier option premiums. We follow the same
procedure for the case of the Trinomial model, while comparing the risk neutral parameters fitted
under historical and GARCH volatility. Note that, for simplicity, all reported risk-neutral parameters
and plots refer to the H = 10,000 points. The parameters of the remaining models provide the same
insight, with the exception of the H = 10,800 barrier option.

Based on the temporal evolution of the risk-neutral parameters (see Figure 4), we observe that in
general the dynamic up multiplicative shock of the GARCH (1,1) Binomial method, ut, is higher than
the fixed parameter obtained for the historical Binomial method (u = 1.0084). Conversely, the dynamic
down multiplicative shock of the GARCH (1,1) Binomial method, dt, is lower than that of the historical
model (d = 0.9916). It leads to a lower time-varying upward risk-neutral probability, Pu,t, and a higher
downward risk-neutral probability, Pd,t, of the Binomial-GARCH (1,1) method with regard to those
that are associated to the Binomial-Historical (Pu = 0.4982, Pd = 0.5018).
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Figure 4. Temporal evolution of the risk-neutral Binomial-GARCH parameters. Compiled by the
authors and conducted in the Matlab R2019a software. Panels A and B show the up (u) and down (d)
multiplicative shocks of the Binomial method. In contrast, panels C and D show the upward (Pu) and
downward (Pd) risk neutral probabilities of the barrier option premiums. All of the panels comprise
the time interval from 20 February 2019 to 21 June 2019.

As for the risk-neutral parameters of the Trinomial model (see Figure 5), we observe that they follow
an opposite evolution to that of the Binomial model. Thereby, the upward risk-neutral probability of
the historical Trinomial method turns out to be lower (Pu = 0.2513) than that of the Trinomial GARCH
(1,1) method, Pu,t, leading to a higher downward risk-neutral probability (Pd = 0.2487). The above
cause the forecasting of the barrier option premium price with H = 10.000 points is more similar to
the market premium, i.e., a lower forecasting error is obtained. The above is mainly explained by the
dynamics of the GARCH (1,1) model, which generates a daily VTS that allows for obtaining a better
fit with the empirical variations in the uncertainty of financial markets. This opposite direction in
the risk-neutral probabilities causes the Trinomial pricing under the GARCH (1,1) model to obtain a
higher forecasting error than the remaining models based on constant historical volatility. The above is
mainly explained by the dynamics of the GARCH (1,1) model, which generates a daily VTS that allows
for obtaining a better fit with the empirical variations in the uncertainty of financial markets.
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Figure 5. Temporal evolution of the risk-neutral Trinomial-GARCH parameters. Compiled by the
authors and conducted in the Matlab R2019a software. Panels A and B show the up (u) and down (d)
multiplicative shocks of the Trinomial method. In contrast, panels C and D show the upward (Pu) and
downward (Pd) risk neutral probabilities of the barrier option premiums. All of the panels comprise
the time interval from 20 February 2019 to 21 June 2019. Note that no graph analysis is provided for the
intermediate probability (Pm), as it is fixed in 0.5.

4.3. Robustness Check. Accuracy Forecasting Assessment for Option Premiums

This subsection aims to show a comparison of the diverse barrier option premiums priced by way
of the wide variety of pricing methods that are discussed in Section 3. We determine which of these
models is the most accurate in predictive terms when forecasting the premiums of down and out call
barrier options. This subsection is organized in three stages. First, the particularities of the calculation
and forecasting of the proposed pricing models are discussed. Second, a comparative graphic analysis
of the different models is reported. Third, a robustness analysis is carried out in order to shed light on
the validity of the models.

First, in contrast to recent literature [26–28], this research provides a new methodology for
knock-out barrier option pricing by fitting the traditional discrete Binomial and Trinomial methods to
a dynamic context. Specifically, time step size of the different trees, ∆t, is adapted to a daily VTS prior
that is estimated from a GARCH (1,1) model. Thereby, we obtain what we call in this research the
RNPTS, which changes in parallel with regard to the dynamic volatility of each tree step. Additionally,
as a robustness test of our results, other methods have been proposed, such as the inclusion of historical
volatility in the aforementioned Binomial and Trinomial trees or the option pricing by way of the
Black–Scholes model, as previously described in Section 3 (we only provide the detailed explanation of
Binomial and Trinomial methods, due to their greater complexity and arduous calculus process).

Binomial and Trinomial trees have been constructed on a daily step basis, ∆t = 1 day, for the
time interval from 20 February (issue date) to 21 June 2019 (maturity date), obtaining 21 trees with
respect to historical volatility and another 21 trees regarding GARCH (1,1) volatility, as reported in
Figure 6. The first tree has a number of steps, n, of 88 days and the last reaches a total of n = 68 days
(see Figure 6), i.e., we can forecast the price of the premiums, Ĉt, of the selected barrier options over
21 days (from 20 February to 20 March 2019).

Second, the option prices conducted on the basis of the above methods for the five selected barrier
options (H = 10,000, H = 10,200, H = 10,400, H = 10,600, H = 10,800) are compared with regard to the
prices of the realized market option premiums in order to clarify which valuation method reaches
the least forecasting error. On the document, we only perform graphical analysis of the call barrier
option with H = 10,000; for the remaining options (H = 10,200, H = 10,400, H = 10,600, H = 10,800),
see Appendix D. Figure 7 compares the different prices reached for the H = 10,000 call barrier option.
This line graph displays a dynamic comparative analysis, in which we report on the different paths
followed by the barrier option premium prices computed via the various commented pricing methods.
As can be extracted from the plot, all of the pricing methods follow a very similar trend to that of the
realized market premium and there are no substantial differences between them. Even then, the most
accurate pricing method is the Trinomial tree under GARCH volatility for most barriers, except for
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H = 10,800, which is mainly due to the calibration of a daily dynamic volatility instead of fitting a
constant volatility for the whole period. Conversely, the Trinomial tree under historical volatility is the
method that reports option prices far from the realized market premiums, which does not seem to be a
suitable method in terms of forecasting the option premium.
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Figure 6. Timeline for Binomial and Trinomial trees. Compiled by the authors. Figure 6 shows the
timeline used to forecast the option premiums of the diverse barrier options through the Binomial and
Trinomial trees. The assessment period spans from 20 February 2019 to 20 March 2019, thus obtaining
21 trees. The considered trees, both Binomial and Trinomial, are built under a daily step size. The first
tree is built for the period that ranges between 20 February 2019 and 21 June 2019, i.e., a time interval
of 88 days. Second tree, lost one observation, ranging 87 days that correspond to the period that
spans from 21 February 2019 to 21 June 2019. Subsequent trees are built in the same vein. Last tree
considers the interval between 20 March 2019 and 21 June 2019. Note that Ĉt depicts the valuated
option premiums at each time (t = 1, 2, . . . 21).
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Figure 7. Out-of-sample forecasting of the H = 10,000 knock-out barrier option. Compiled by the
authors and conducted in the Matlab R2019a software. This figure reports graphically on the results
obtained by the different pricing methods for the H = 10,000 down and out barrier option over the
time interval that spans from 20 February 2019 to 20 March 2019. The dark blue line refers to the
Binomial tree computed under historical volatility, the red line represents the Binomial tree model
under GARCH(1,1) volatility, the yellow line, the Trinomial model under historical volatility and the
purple line refers to the Trinomial tree under GARCH(1,1) volatility. The green and line represents the
modified Black–Scholes model conducted under historical volatility. Lastly, the light blue line refers to
the Market Premium.
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Third, to validate our models and to test their robustness, we present three quantitative measures
to assess the accuracy of a forecasting, as reported on Appendix C: the Mean Square Error (MSE),
the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), and the Mean Absolute Error (MAE). These methods are based
on the assessment of the forecasting errors of each of the selected call barrier options with respect to
their realized market prices (see Table 3). Additionally, two different statistical tests are implemented
to check the validity of these quantitative tools: the Diebold and Mariano (1995) and the Harvey
et al. (1997) tests, which report on whether the forecasting error of the prior most accurate model
(Trinomial-GARCH) with regard to the mean error techniques, is significantly lower than that reached
by the other pricing methods when forecasting the market premium of these options.

Table 3. Forecasting error of each knock-out barrier option pricing methods.

Panel A: H = 10,000 points

MSE RMSE MAE DM HLN

Historical Binomial Tree 0.0018 0.0421 0.0414 (−6.0215) *** (−5.8764) ***
GARCH (1,1) Binomial Tree 0.0021 0.0456 0.0453 (−8.0947) *** (−7.8997) ***

Historical Trinomial Tree 0.0037 0.0609 0.0598 (−14.3151) *** (−13.9701) ***
GARCH (1,1) Trinomial Tree 0.0005 0.0233 0.0217

Black Scholes 0.0018 0.0426 0.0408 (−4.6595) *** (−4.5472) ***

Panel B: H = 10,200 points

MSE RMSE MAE DM HLN

Historical Binomial Tree 0.0015 0.0384 0.0376 (−3.9991) *** (−3.9027) ***
GARCH (1,1) Binomial Tree 0.0019 0.0437 0.0432 (−5.8409) *** (−5.7001) ***

Historical Trinomial Tree 0.0041 0.0637 0.0624 (−11.7658) *** (−11.4822) ***
GARCH (1,1) Trinomial Tree 0.0007 0.0255 0.0239

Black Scholes 0.0022 0.0472 0.0457 (−5.0449) *** (−4.9233) ***

Panel C: H = 10,400 points

MSE RMSE MAE DM HLN

Historical Binomial Tree 0.0014 0.0369 0.0351 (−1.8947) ** (−1.8490) **
GARCH (1,1) Binomial Tree 0.0016 0.0402 0.0395 (−3.2823) *** (−3.2032) ***

Historical Trinomial Tree 0.0037 0.0610 0.0596 (−8.8007) *** (−8.5886) ***
GARCH (1,1) Trinomial Tree 0.0008 0.0291 0.0273

Black Scholes 0.0023 0.0475 0.0468 (−6.0777) *** (−5.9312) ***

Panel D: H = 10,600 points

MSE RMSE MAE DM HLN

Historical Binomial Tree 0.0010 0.0314 0.0285
GARCH (1,1) Binomial Tree 0.0012 0.0340 0.0332 (−0.9514) (−0.9284)

Historical Trinomial Tree 0.0039 0.0625 0.0598 (−5.0877) *** (−4.9651) ***
GARCH (1,1) Trinomial Tree 0.0011 0.0333 0.0316 (−0.4572) (−0.4462)

Black Scholes 0.0015 0.0382 0.0370 (−2.1074) ** (−2.0567) **

Panel E: H = 10,800 points

MSE RMSE MAE DM HLN

Historical Binomial Tree 0.0010 0.0312 0.0274 (1.3958) * (−1.3622) *
GARCH (1,1) Binomial Tree 0.0007 0.0266 0.0256

Historical Trinomial Tree 0.0049 0.0703 0.0667 (−5.8032) *** (−5.6633) ***
GARCH (1,1) Trinomial Tree 0.0014 0.0374 0.0362 (−3.0474) *** (−2.9739) ***

Black Scholes 0.0013 0.0360 0.0343 (−4.3492) *** (−4.2443) ***
1 Compiled by the authors. From panels A to E we report on the computation of a wide variety of robustness tests.
The first three columns describe different error methods as the Mean Square Error (MSE), the Root Mean Square
Error (RMSE) and the Mean Absolute Error (MAE). The last two columns report on two well-known predictive
accuracy tests, the Diebold and Mariano (DM) and the Harvey et al. (HLN). Based on the minimum MSE, the
GARCH (1,1) Trinomial Tree is selected as the benchmark to contrast predictive accuracy in panels A, B and C.
Therefore, the DM and HLN statistics are provided with regard to this model. The Historical Binomial Tree is the
benchmark in panel D while GARCH (1,1) Binomial Tree is the reference in panel E. Note that *, **, and *** indicate
significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.
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As reported on Table 3, in fact, the most accurate pricing method for computing the premium
of the wide variety of selected knock-out barrier options on DAX XETRA Index is consistently the
Trinomial tree under GARCH (1,1) volatility for almost all of the barrier pricing models. This result is
due to the lower forecasting error with respect to the different methods of evaluating the accuracy
of the forecasting models. Therefore, we observe that previous models are a robust alternative, as
they provide minimal deviations from the market realized premium for each scenario. Additionally,
Diebold and Mariano (DM) and the Harvey et al. (HLN) statistics confirm the previous results and
provide greater robustness to the empirical analysis, as the forecasting errors are statistically significant
with respect to those obtained through the application of the rest of the models. Note that most of
them are statistically significant at 99%, since the p-values are less than 1% in all cases, except for the
H = 10,600 points barrier option.

5. Conclusions and Remarks

Within the world of financial derivatives and, in particular, with regard to European-style barrier
options, we observe a great heterogeneity in terms of the models dedicated to the pricing of this type
of instrument. Thus, after the exhaustive analysis documented in this research, find from analytical
models (Black–Scholes) to methods based on numerical calculation, such as the discrete time models
(Binomial and Trinomial trees) and the continuous time processes (Monte Carlo simulation).

The analysis of persistence in the returns of financial assets is a very interesting line of research
due to the controversy that exists regarding whether this phenomenon occurs and, if so, whether this
persistence only exists in short periods of time or in longer time horizons. Specifically, persistence
refers to the term autocorrelation or correlation of a variable with its more recent past. Furthermore, the
existence of this phenomenon can be assessed for both the first moments of the probability distribution
(mean) and the second moments (variance and deviation). The presence of autocorrelation in the second
moments of the distribution of financial return processes is very common in time-series analysis. This
means that estimates based on the assumption of constant or historical volatility are underestimating
(positive autocorrelation) or overestimating (negative autocorrelation) the true risk inherent in financial
markets. Therefore, the use of conditional volatility models, such as moving volatility windows,
exponential smoothing models, or GARCH models, is one resource for resolving this difference in
estimates. These models make it possible to adapt the volatility estimate to the time of valuation,
eliminating the possible time biases caused by different financial market trends.

The interest of this paper is to gather traditional option pricing models and new trends in fitting
and forecasting volatility to conduct the price of a wide range of European style barrier options with
different strike prices and barrier levels. Thereby, in Section 3, we reported the entire theoretical
framework necessary for the understanding of this type of exotic derivative products and their
calculation via different methodologies. Specifically, in this section, we explain the general context
of barrier options, emphasizing their main particularities in valuation. Subsequently, we provide an
empirical analysis in Section 5 in order to display from a more realistic point of view how each one of
these methods behaves. Furthermore, this research tries to find out which of the proposed methods is
more accurate in terms of forecasting option premiums for various barrier options. It is a matter of
clarifying which method reaches the least forecasting error in terms of predictive accuracy with respect
to the realized market premium. Thus, three quantitative mean error methods are implemented in
order to assess the accuracy of a forecasting, such as MSE, RMSE, and MAE. Additionally, we fit the
DM and HLN statistics to provide significant evidence of the robustness of the obtained results.

We conclude that the Trinomial volatility-adjusted GARCH (1,1) method is the pricing method that
best fits the realized market barrier option premiums, since it is the method that exhibits the least error in
terms of forecasting accuracy. Complementarily, the differences of this model with respect to the others
are confirmed as being highly statistically significant for most of the analyzed barrier options, based on
the DM and HLN statistics. The above provides greater robustness to assessments of current research,
inducing important implications mainly for investors and risk managers in investment strategies, thus
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helping to minimize the financial risks. In concrete, the use of the Trinomial volatility-adjusted GARCH
method to price barrier options might allow for reaching the best forecast of the option premiums.

As far as the potential limitations of this research are concerned, the first one could be assume
a normal distribution, which is commonly accepted in the financial literature. However, other sorts
of non-normal distributions could have been assumed, which would take into account, for example,
heavy tails, as t-student distribution, hyperbolic distributions, etc. In this way, returns of empirical
estimates could be better adjusted. In addition, when fitting the empirical distribution, one could
consider not only the dynamics in the second moment (conditional volatility), but also the third and
fourth order time-varying moments, skewness, and kurtosis. Finally, we limit our analysis to European
call barrier options.

Thus, future research could consist of applying this analysis on American (instead of European)
barrier options, by studying, in depth, the particularities of this type of financial derivatives.
Furthermore, this study could be broadened on barrier put (instead of call) options. In addition, we
could assume alternative non-normal distributions and include the modelling of higher order moments
when estimating the GARCH processes via MLE. Finally, it can be interesting to extend our analysis to
stochastic risk-free rate models.
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Appendix A. Estimation by Maximum Log-Likelihood (MLE)

The parameters that are related to conditional volatility and VTS documented in this work have
been estimated by conducting the MLE method. Specifically, a univariate GARCH model is used to
fit the volatility of the DAX XETRA index. In this section, the steps for the estimation are analyzed.
First, we consider that the standarized innovations of a prior AR (p) model follow a univariate normal
distribution, ηt ∼ N(0, 1). Given this, its associated density function is as follows:
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Subsequently, the conditional likelihood function is obtained as a multiplier of the density function
from 1 to n:
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Maximizing the conditional likelihood function is equivalent to maixmizing its logarithm as
ln(.) is a strictly increasing function. Due to its ease of handle, we express the cited estimator via
logarithims as:
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where σ2
t = ω+ αε2

t−1 + βσ2
t−1 needs to be recursively evaluated.
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Appendix B. Derivation of the Traditional Black–Scholes Equation for European Option Pricing

The stochastic process of the underlying asset (St) follows the geometric Brownian model:

dSt

St
= µ dt + σZt (A4)

where µ is the expected rate of return, σ is the volatility, and Zt is the standard Wiener process
(Brownian model).

According to [81], we consider a portfolio Π that is composed of the purchase of ∆ underlying
asset and the short sale of a call option on that underlying asset. The value of the portfolio Π = (St, t)
at time t is: ∏

= −c + ∆tSt (A5)

where c = c(St, t) denotes the value of the call at a time t, which expires at T, t ≤ T, on a share with a
price St.

As a final objective, Black and Scholes set out to obtain a risk-free portfolio Π. For this reason,
reference [81] studied the variation of the portfolio, with this being a random variable:

dΠ = ∆dS – dC (A6)

The value of the option c = c(St, t) will be a function of time and the value of the action. As St is a
random variable, we will use the Itô’s lemma to obtain the stochastic differential equation:
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To obtain the stochastic variation of the portfolio, we substitute the Equations (A18) and (A21) in
the Equation (A20):
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One part of the above equation is deterministic and the other stochastic, so we proceed to
group terms:

dΠ =
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To ensure that this portfolio Π is risk-free,
(
∆Sσ− σS∂C

∂S

)
= 0, then

∆ =
∂C
∂S

(A10)

Therefore, by replacing Equation (A23) in Equation (A24), the performance of our portfolio Π is:

dΠ = −

(
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)
dt (A11)

Since the portfolio is no longer at risk, its return is equal to that of a risk-free bond:

dΠ = Πrdt (A12)

We equate Equation (A11) with Equation (A12) by obtaining:
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The value of the portfolio is given by Equation (A5), so if we substitute:

−

(
∂C
∂St

+
1
2
σ2S2 ∂

2C

∂S2

)
=

(
∂C
∂S

rS− rC
)

(A14)

After all of this, we obtain the parabolic differential equation, called the Black–Scholes equation:

∂C
∂t

+
1
2
σ2S2 ∂

2C

∂S2 + rS
∂C
∂S
− rC = 0 (A15)

As a complement to the formulation of the option pricing model, we must add and highlight an
auxiliary condition, which tells us that the value of a European call at the time of expiration must
be met:

C(S, T) = max(S−X, 0) (A16)

Lastly, the Black–Scholes-Merton formula for call european option pricing is:

C = S0N(d1) −Ke−rTN(d2) (A17)

Appendix C. Robustness Forecasting Accuracy Methods

We provide three different mean error quantitative tools to assess the accuracy of forecasting
premiums in this appendix. Additionally, two different tests are reported to validate the aforementioned
measures of error.

First, the MSE is proposed, which is calculated as the average square difference between the
estimated values (market premium price) and what is estimated (premium price calculated by the
different barrier option valuation methods).

MSE =
1
n

n∑
t=1

(
Ct − Ĉt

)2
(A18)

where Ct refers to the realized market premium price of the barrier option and, Ĉt, to the predicted
premium price with each of the models.

Second, the RMSE is the residual standard deviation, i.e., how far the calculated barrier option
premium is from the realized value of the barrier option for the same time interval.

RMSE =

√√
1
n

n∑
t=1

(
Ct − Ĉt

)2
=
√

MSE (A19)

Third, the MAE is calculated as the difference, in absolute value, between the realized premium
value of the barrier option and that calculated through the four valuation methods that were used
throughout the work.

MAE =
1
n

n∑
t=1

∣∣∣Ct − Ĉt
∣∣∣ (A20)

On the other hand, reference [82] proposed the Diebold and Mariano (DM) test, whose aim
was to compare two different forecasting experiments for the same variable in an environment of
independence and to examine whether they were accurate. These authors considered a null hypothesis
of no difference between the original data observed in the market and the forecasting s of the models
to be used.
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Being the errors of each forecasting model:

e1t = ŷ1,t − yt
e2t = ŷ2,t − yt

(A21)

where ŷ1,t and ŷ2,t refer to the actual values and, yt to the forecast data set.
Taking the errors as functions f (e1t) and f (e2t), which refer to the associated losses at each of the

moments t of the original data, we define the differential of the models, being compared as:

dt = f(e1t) − f(e2t) (A22)

If the forecasting s are the same, dt will be zero for all t. This is where the hypotheses proposed
by [82] come in:

H0 : E(dt) = 0 ∀t (the models are identical)
H1 : E(dt) , 0 ∀t (the models are di f f erent)

(A23)

Therefore, the test statistic developed by [81] is:

DM =
d√

2πf̂d(0)
T

(A24)

Ref. [83] propose a modification of the Diebold and Mariano test, whose main objective is based on
working with small samples. The first modification uses an unbiased estimator of the dt variance while
assuming that, for forecasting horizons, the differential loss dt has autocovariance. The dt variance is
given by:
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(A25)

After this, the authors obtain an approximation of the expected value of V
(

d
)
:

E
(
V
(

d
))
∼ V(d)[T + 1− 2h + h(h− 1)/T)/T] (A26)

Therefore, the new statistic is:

HLN = DM

√
T + 1− 2h + h(h− 1)/T

T
(A27)
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represents the Binomial tree model under GARCH(1,1) volatility, the yellow line, the Trinomial model 
under historical volatility and the purple line refers to the Trinomial tree under GARCH(1,1) 
volatility. The green line represents the modified Black–Scholes model conducted under historical 
volatility. Lastly, the light blue line refers to the Market Premium. 
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